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ON THE JORDAN STRUCTURE 
IN OPERATOR ALGEBRAS

Gyung Soo Woo

1. Introduction

The study of jB-algebras was initiated by Alfsen, Shultz 
and St^rmer [3丄 even though earlier approaches have been 
i^ee by von Neumann and Segal. In [3丄 the study of JB- 
algebras can be reduced to the study of Jordan algebras of 
self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space and M38.

The purpose of this note is to show Jordan-Banach algebra 
versions of some facts about C*-algebras by some modifica
tions. In section 2, we give the formal definitions of JB- 
algebras and JB*-algebras and some known results. In sec
tion 3, we study projections and ideals in jB-algeb호a. In 
section 4, we study the multipliers of JB-algebras.

2. Preliminaries

A Jordan Banach algebra is a real Jordan algebra A 
equipped with a complete norm satisfying

的。이[Mil이I II이I, a, 殖4

A JB-algebra is a Jordan Banach algebra A in which the 
norm satisfies the following two additional conditions for 
a9 b^A:
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(i) II"이] = ||이|2
(ii) II쎄IMIW + Z이|.

Example옹 of JB-algebras are JC-algebras, i. e., the norm 
closed. Jordan algebras of self-adjoint operators on a 
complex Hilbert space, and the exceptional M3S consisting 
ofall Hermitian 3x3 matrices over the Cayley number.

Note that an associative jB-algebra can be realized as the 
self-adjoint part of a commutative C*-algebra [15j. In 
finite dimension, JB-algebras are pfeci옹ely the formally real 
Jordan algebras. However 나lis is not true in infinite di
mensional JB-algebras [13丄

A JB-algebra which is also a Banach dual space is 윦aid to 
be a JBW-algebra, Then 반le second dual, n野* of a JB- 
algebra A is a unital JB-algebra and moreover, it is a JBW- 
algebra in the Arens product which contains A [14]. A 
special ca암e of this is already known； if A is a JC-algebra 
바len A** is isomorphic to a JC-algebra [12].

The reader is referred to [3, 4,12,13] for properties of JB- 
algebras. The complex analogue of JB-algebras are the JB*- 
algebras (Kaplansky5s Jordan C^-algebras), introduced by 
Kaplansky, who first presented it at a lecture for 나搶 Edin- 
bur아! Mathematical Society in July 1976.

A JB-algebra is a complex Jordan Banach algebra M with 
an involution * such that for all HW血

H {皿 ”}|| 니 k기]3 holds.

For example, every C*-algebra A is a JB-algebra in the 
Jordan product. The second dual,必** of a JB*-algebra 戒 
with the Arens product, is a unital JB*-algeb호a [201.
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It is known that the set of self-adjont elements of a uni
tal JB*-algebra forms a unital JB-al:ebra3 while, conversely, 
the complexification of a unital JB-akebra in a suitable norm 
is a JB*-algebra [17]. In [20], this also holds for non- 
unital JB-algebras. Therefore JB~algebras and JB*-algebras 
are in a one-to-one co호respondence.

A Jordan W^-algebra is a unital JB*-algebra which is 
the dual of a complex Banach space. In [11], it is shown 
that the self-adjoint part of a Jordan W*-algebra i옹 a JBW- 
algeb호a and the complexification of a JBW-algebra is a Jor
dan W*-algebra. The general theory of JB*-algebras can be 
found in [11, 17, 19, 20丄

3.壬％3丽海成血函s 血

If p2=p then p is called an idempotent. An idempotent 
in a JB-algebra will be called a projection.

Let A be a JB-algebra and let a, b, c be elements of A. The 
Jordan triple product {a, c} is defined by

{a, b, c} =°c + a° (b°c) —

and for a^A, Ua and La are defined by

Uab = [a,b,a}, Lab = a^b for bwA.

Note 난xat if A is a JC-algebra then {a, b9c} — ^- (abc+cbd)^ 
£

Recall that two projections p and q are said to be orthogo
nal if poq — Q,

Lemma 3.1. Let p and q be projections in the JB-algebra 
A. Then the followings are equivalent.

(i) pq — Q (ii) p°q = 0 (iii) {p, q,p]~Q (iv) p + q is a 
p 호 ojection.
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Proof. By [13, Lemma 4.2.2] and easy calculation.

Let A and B be JC-algebras. We call a linear map © 
from A into B is a Jordan homomorphism if ©（a"，）=©（cz） 
。少（3） for all a, b^A and © takes the identity into the iden
tity.

Proposition 3.2. Let p and q be orthogonal projections 
of JC-algebra A and is a Jordan homomorphism. Then 
夕（｛?, 卫次｝） = 3（0）,夕3）择（0）｝ h이ds for all x^A.

Proof. Since = ｛x9 q｝ and ©（?）©（a）=。by
Lemma 3.1 we have

。（[玄尖冬D =渺（2 （*b）。q）=2@3）® 侦） ） 이Xq）
= 33）择 3）择（0）｝.

The following is a slight modification of [7, Proposition 
1.5.8丄

Proposition 3.3. Let A and B be JC-algebras and is a 
Jordan homomorphism from A into B. If /> is a projection 
of A, then 83）is a projection of B.

Proof. We get ｛。（/尸=©（?）<顽@）二“（？。@） =© （尹） 

= ©（£） since 0 is a projection. Hence ©（0） is a projection 
of B.

Recall 나lat elements a, b in a JB-algebra A are said to 
operator commute if LaLb = LbLa. i.e., if（4。。）"7 = “。化功） 

for all c in A. If @ is a projection in A than a and p ope
rator commute if and only if Lpa~ Upa or a— Upa+ Ue^pa,

A projection 力 in A is said to be central if p operator 
commutes with every element of A.
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Remark. Central projections can be used to construct more 
general ideals. For example, if A is a JB-algebra, B a JB- 
subalgebra of A and p a central projection in A, then the 
set of all in B such that pob — 0 is an ideal in B (in fact 
it is a Jordan ideal). For, let If awJ,
cuB, then /(a^c) = (p°a)°c=co(poa) —0. Hence

A subspace J of a JB-algebra A is said to be a Jordan 
ideal in A if Lab^J whenever aWJ、b^A. A linear 
subspae J of A is a Jordan ideal if and only if dbawJ 
whenever a^A and b^J [12j. Note that Jordan ideals 
correspond to two-sided ideals in the following sense； A 
norm closed self-adjoint complex subspace 頂 of a C*-algebra 
诚 is a two-sided ideal if and only if its self-adjoint part 
7sa is a Jordan ideal of This can be seen easily by con
sidering 난le weak*-closure inof 7 and using [8, 
Theorem 2.3], or by [12, Theorem 2].

A subspace J is said to be a quadratic ideal in A if UJ) 
WJ whenever awJ, bwA. Note that every Jordan ideal is 
a quadratic ideal.

Lemma 3.4. Let J be a Jordan ideal in a JB-algebra A. 
Then A/J with its natural Jordan product and quotient norm 
is a JB-algebra.

Let j/ be a JB*-algebra with self-adjoint part A. A Jor
dan ideal *7 of j/ is said to be a ^-ideal if, whenever z&J 
then 乙 Let J be the self-adjoint part of a norm closed 
ideal *7 of 血 then 匚[=Jand <7 is a norm closed ideal 
of A.

Theorem 3.5 [173. Let j/ be a JB*-algebra. Let *7 be a 
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closed *-ideal. Then 乙 when equipped with the quotient 
norm, is a JB*-algebra. Furthermore, if J is the self-adjoint 
pa호t of ", then the self-adjoint part of 如门 is isometrically 
isomorphic to A/J.

Remark. The self-adjoint part of Jordan *-ideals is pre
cisely the Jordan ideal in 나le unital JB-algebra A which is 
the self-adjoint part of 金、

Lemma 3. 6. If^A is a JB-algebra, then every weak ideal 
J of 刀** is of the form 功for a central projection

Proof. By [3, Lemma 9.1] J will contain an increasing 
approximate identity {Ua}9 i.e., «<p implies

and 11 Ua^d — a\ \ —*0 for all ci^J, Since A** = 71,厶** 

is monotone complete； Let p be the least upper bound of 
{戻} in A**. Then by [3, Theorem 3.10], Ua—^p strongly. 
It follows that p^J and is an identity for J and this 
is also the greatest projection in J. Since J is an ideal,

Up (々**) JJ=U*J、)jUd (A**),

which shows J=Up(A^)t Furthermore, if ^2~1 and sWA**, 
then U巾 is a projection in J and so Usp<^ p. Since US2=I9 
by positivity of the map we have

P=Us2p<tUsp<ip so Usp=pu

Since 나lis holds for every symmetry, by [3, Lemma 5.3] p 
is central.

Theo효em 3. 7. If is a central projection in a JB-algebra 
A, 난]en UPA is a Jordan ideal in A, Conversely, if p, is 
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a projection in A such that UPA is a Jordan ideal then p 
is central.

Proof. If 力 is a central projection in A 드nd then, for 
◎uA, Lpa~ Upa. Therefore, for b^UpA9

b°a = Lba^LbLpa=LpLba^= Up(b°a) and

It follows that UPA is a Jordan ideal. Conversely, if a^A 
we must have 供aUUPA, thus Up(p^a) —p^a. This implies 
Upa=Lpa. Hence p is central.

4. Multipliers of JB-algebras

The concept of the multiplier algebra of a C*-algebra has 
-^rrentied to by Edwards [IGL An-eiemeirtr

Z，in a second dual A** of a <7jB-algebra A is said to a mul
tiplier if, for each a^A, Lab&A.

The set M(A) of multipliers of the JB-algebra A is a 
unital JB-algebra and is the largest JB-subalgebra of 4** 
of A in which A is a Jordan ideal [10].

Lemma 4,1. The JB-algebra A possesses an approximate 
identity.

Proposition 4.2. If S is a JB-subalgebra of JB-algebra A 
containing an approximate identity for A, and operator 
commute, then M( B ) U M( A)・

Proof. Let ｛旳｝ be approximate identities for A cont
ained in B. For a^A and (lim a。払)

(lim since and operator commute. Hence
Thus

For a JB-algebra A, A+9 the set of squares of elements
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of A, is a positive cone which generates A. A JB-subalgebra 
B of A is said to be an hereditary JB-subalgebra if when
ever with a^A and buB then aUB.

Lemma 4.3 [5]. Let A be a JB-algebra and J be an here
ditary JB-subalgebra of A. Then

(i) The abelian elements of A form an hereditary and 
norm closed set.

(ii) Each abelian element of J is an abelian element of A,

Lemma 4・4・ Every non-zero closed quadratic ideal in the 
multiplier algebra M(A) of the JB-algebra A has non-^ero 
intersection with A.

P即洗陟.Let be a nonr-zeroriosm quadratic ideal in M( A) 
and let be a non-zero element of the positive cone J+ in J. 
It follows from [8] that &1/2 is also an element of J*.

For each element a gA,

I，必=2(」七1/2)2。一Lba

is an element of A since both b and &1/2 are elements of M 
(A). Let {Uj} be approximate identities for A. Then 
{Z7,i 2 is 챦 bounded increasing net in A which possesses a 
least upper bound in A**. It follows from [14, Lemina 2. 2] 
that this least upper bound is b. Therefore, for some j,

U 仔구니) and 0<C7o b

Hence the positive cone J+ in J is a closed face of the 
cone M(AY and it follows that U^/2Uj is an element of JQ A.u

The following theorem is a Jordan Banach algebra version 
of C*-algebra case [2, Proposition 2.3]・
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Theorem 4.5. Each non-zero hereditary JB-subalgebra of 
M(A) has a non-zero intersection with A.

Proof. By Lemma 4.4 and by the fact that norm-closed 
quadratic ideals of JB-algebra A are precisely the hereditary 
JB-subalgebras of A.

A Jordan ideal in a JB-algebra A is said to be essential 
in A if every non-zero closed Jordan ideals in B has non
zero intersection with J.

Theorem 4.6 [10丄(i) The JB-algebra A is essential Jor
dan ideal in its multiplier algebra M(A), (ii) If 난後 JB- 
algebra A is air essential ideal in a J꾜遢考曲力

then there exists a Jordan isomo호phism from B into M(A) 
which is the identity mapping on A.
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